


 No economy free of government interventions, 
even in capitalist countries such as USA 

 Type and degree of government involvement in 
economy may differ from a country to another 
one

 Try to compare government involvement in 
capitalist economy and socialist economy 

 Think about government involvement in 
Indonesia’s economy



Can the economy performs without a 
system of private ownership and law 
enforcement?

Market mechanism often inefficient

 Not all people’s needs can be satisfied by 
market

 Justice, fairness, safety and good quality of 
environment are all consent of people, but they 
are beyond consent of the market   



 Adam Smith and the market economy 
based on the premise 
 Individuals are the ones that know what the 

best for them
 The economy will perform optimal if manage 

by market mechanism 



 Government’s roles should be limited 
only in the areas
 Maintenance of domestic security and defense

 Enforcement of laws and 

 Provision of goods that the market cannot 
provide, such as roads 



 Richard Musgrave’s View  three 
roles

 Stabilization 

 Alocation

 Distribution



 Stabilization Function

 Holding economy operate at 
‘full-employment’

 Keeping prices stable

 Designing and implementing 
macro- economic policies



Allocation Function

The government has  a role in 
determining allocation of resource in 
economy 

The government can involve directly, 
via buying of goods, such as defense 
facilities, education and health or 
indirectly through taxes and subsidies 
which affect transaction and 
production of goods  



Distribution Function 
How goods are distributed among members of 

the society 

Distribution among social classes   social 
justice 

Example : provision cheap rice (raskin) to poor 
families in Indonesia



 What do we mean public goods?
 Not all goods can Market supply  public 

goods

 Public goods  by the government

 Characteristics of public goods

 Non-rivalry and Non-excludability

 Example: public roads



 Why market cannot provide public goods? 
 Non- reveal of preference by consumers
 MC = 0 
 Theory  MC=p
 Hence, p = 0
 Consequently, no private company will 

have an interest in supply the public 
goods 



 When dealing with public goods market is 
fail  market failure 

 When market failure is present, government 
intervention is required to correct the 
failure

 Thus, government intervention is for the 
purpose of bringing social improvement 

 However, in reality, government 
intervention is often fail to bring about 
social improvement. Instead, it makes even 
worsened.



 Sources of government failures
Limited information
Limited government capacity
Conflict of interest
Corruption
Etc
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